




Begin

End

Setting sub-goal candidate 
points

Drawing up a visibility graph

Searching the shortest path by 
A* search 









Begin

End

Determining distances from the robot to 
obstacles and goal

- Calculating the attractive potential force
- Calculating the repulsive potential force
- Calculating the predictive potential force

Combining the potential forces to the 
control force for the robot

Moving to the next position by the control 
force

Sub-goal reached ?



Start

Global static path planning 
using Visibility graph

Get new data from 
sensors

Yes

Local dynamic path planning 
using Potential field

- positions
- velocities and directions

StopGoal reached?

No

Distance between the robot and the moving 
obstacle is less than the threshold distance ?

?RM Td d

No

Yes

Sub-goal?No

Robot

Yes

Robot



Mobile Robot

Stationary Obstacle

Stationary Obstacle

Stationary Obstacle

Moving Obstacle

Computer

- Image processing

- Path planning

- Robot control

- Graphic User Interface
Communication 

between mobile robot 
and computer via 

wireless LAN

Camera
Transmitt ing images to computer

Begin

Camera

Image processing

Images

Path planning

Wireless LAN 
Communication

Control signals

- map
- positions
- velocities and directions

User interface

Mobile robot 
controller

End

Control signals

- Color segmentation
- Creating regions of interest
- Calibration
- Determining parameters

- Global path planning by 
visibility graph
- Local path planning by 
potential field



BEGIN

Acquiring Image

Thresholding
(Color Segmentation )

Creating Regions of 
Interest (static obstacles, 

moving obstacle, etc)

Calibration

Determining parameters 
of interest

Sending data to path 
planning module and 

user interface

END

- RGB to HSV
- Thresholding S and H value
- Classifying colors

- Creating bounding box around objects
- Determining objects by interested colors

- Determining parameters of moving obstacle
- Determining parameters of static obstacles 

- Transform from pixel coordinate to 
real world coordinate

- Capturing images from camera
- Resize image to increase processing speed





Begin

End

choosing input
User or IP?

User Image Processing

choosing input
File or Camera ?

CameraFileEntering data for 
path planning

Implementing the 
path planning 

algorithm 

Simulating and 
displaying 

parameters

Choosing a video 
file

Entering 
parameters for 

image proccesing

Preview

Export data to file










